
Announcing System ATIS

 ■ Developed for ATIS Announcements

 ■ 2x 6,5 minutes voice memory

 ■ High quality voice output

 ■ 24/7 operation

 ■ Maintenance-free

The Application: 

Automatic Terminal Information Service, or ATIS,  
is a continuous broadcast of recorded aeronautical informa-
tion in terminal areas. ATIS broadcasts contain essential 
information, such as weather information, which runways are 
active, available approaches, and any other information 
required by the pilots. Pilots usually listen to an available ATIS 
broadcast before contacting the local control unit, in order to 
reduce the controllers‘ workload and relieve frequency 
congestion.

Besides broadcast by radio, some airports also offer access 
to ATIS announcements via the public telephone network.  
The recording is updated in fixed intervals or when there is a 
significant change in the information, e.g. a change in the 
active runway. 

The Solution: 

VoiceCollect ® has provided announcing systems for Air 
Terminal Information Service based on analogue and later 
digital speech recording and storage. The newly developed 
ASA-4 is the latest announcing system for ATIS, based on 
modern processor and digital storage technology.

It provides 2x 6,5 minutes of voice storage for active and 
stand-by message and four analogue outputs for connection 
to radio transmitters.

The system is based on a powerful embedded CPU with 
real-time operating system and flash storage, providing a 
maintenance-free, highly reliable hardware platform. 

Operated by function keys and LC-Display, the announce-
ments are recorded via PTT microphone and can be checked 
by built-in loudspeaker or headphone connection.
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Capacity 4 analogue outputs

Output Specification 300 - 3400Hz, 600 Ohm
Level: -20 dB to +3 dB, independently adjustable
Selectable switch tone Frequency 2040Hz (-20dB to 3dB)

Voice memory Capacity: 64 MB / 2x 6,5 Minutes
Memory format: G.711 a.law
Memory type: SDRAM

Configuration Configuration via console menu in multiple languages (DE, EN, FR)
Configuration via WebAccess (password protected)

Operation Channel selection 1,2,3,4 with activity indication and monitoring possibility
Ready to Record (Recording start by PTT)
Playback / Pause (of recorded announcement)
Playback jump forward 
Playback jump backwards
Activate new announcement (replace active announcement by new announcement after  
transmission is finished )
Activate new announcement immediately (replace active announcement immediately)

Playback Integrated, adjustable loudspeaker

Connections Socket for microphone
4 analogue outputs with RJ45 socket
Headphone socket
Audio input

Alarm LED and potential-free relais
SNMP
External alarm indicator (Optional)

Housing ½ 19“ / 3 U housing; Depth 170 mm

Power supply Redundant power supply connection 12 V DC
Mains supply via 240 V AC power adaptors

Technical Data
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